SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydernagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad
Periodic Test - 1- 2017-2018
Max Marks: 25

Class: V
Subject: English
Max Grade: Al
Date: 21107/2017
Time: 1Y:z hour
Lessons: 1. The Victory and basics
Objectives:
• To check the learner's attention and comprehension.
• To prepare the learner to read the questions independently.
• To check the general understanding of grammar concepts and effective use of
language.
Assessment Criteria:
• Section- B
- Grammatically correct sentences without any spelling errors carries full marks.
- Spelling errors and punctuation errors Y4mark will be deducted.
- Neat presentation will be awarded Y:z mark.
• Section- C
- For eight spelling mistakes one mark will be deducted.
- For depicting correct value full marks will be awarded.
- Sentence structure and spelling errors Y4 mark will be deducted.
Instructions:
• Read every question carefully.
• Write only answers in your book.• Copy the correct question numbers.
• Write neatly leaving finger space.

Section - B (Writing Skills and Grammar -15 marks)
I. Write a paragraph on '~ainy Season' in not more than 50 words. Use the clues given
5 marks
below. (Analysis)
wet and muddy, hot snacks, umbrellas and rain coats,
puddles, frogs, paper boats, rainbow.
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11.Answer the questions on basics of English language. (Knowledge)

1. Identify the distinct shaped letters in alphabet and name them.
2. How many vowels are there in English alphabet? Name the vowels.
3. Why is the letter 'e' called the magic letter?

Ill. Arrange the jumbled words to frame meaningful sentences. (Synthesis)

2 marks

1. the beautiful looks! how rainbow.
2. with the garden friend playing are you in your.
IV. Use the present participle of the verbs given in brackets to fill in the blanks.
(Application)
1. Rama is
2. Children are
3. The ball is

3 marks
to the music (dance)
the picnic. (enjoy)
on the floor. (lie)

V. Choose the appropriate
loaf,

partitive noun from the help box and fill the blank.
(Application)2 marks
bar,

crumb,

pinch

I

1. Sheetal used a
of bread to make a sweet.
2. A
of salt should be added to the curry.
Section - C (Literature - 10 marks)

I. Answer the following extracts. (Comprehension)

2 marks

Proceed to the Golden Bird! he ordered his generals.
1. Who spoke these words? Why ?
2. Which country was known as the 'Golden Bird'?
11. Answer the following questions.
3x2=6marks
1. Which Indian King did Alexander meet when he reached India? (Comprehension)
2. Why did Alexander feel no remorse on seeing the suffering of the people?
(Comprehension)
3. Why was India known as the Golden Bird in olden times? (Evaluation)
Ill. HOTS Question. (Creative)
2 marks
Why do you think Alexander released King Puru and gave up his plans of conquering other
parts of the world? What values did Alexander depict through this act?
Bonus Question
Note: Bonus question is not meant for evaluation.

It is only to test logical thinking skills of the child.

1.What goes up and never comes down?
2. It belongs to you but the others use it more than you. What is it?
***** ALL THEBEST*****
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General Instructions:
* Read all questions carefully and answer them.
'" Attempt all questions and maintain neatness throughout the paper.
Objectives:
* To check independent reading and understanding ability.
* To test the understanding of text and ability to express in words.
Assessment Criteria:
* Each correct answer carries 1 mark.
* Grammatically correct sentences without any spelling error carries full marks.
* Spelling errors and punctuation errors X mark will be deducted.
* For depicting correct value - full marks.
*4 spelling mistakes }'2mark will be deducted.
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SANGHANUTRASCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydernagar, Kukatpally.
Periodic Test - 1-2017-2018
Max. Marks: 25
Class: V
Subject: Mathematics
Max Grade: Al
Date: 18/07/2017
Time: I~ur
Ch: -l-Numbers
Objectives:
• To assess the effective use of mathematical, reasoning and logical thinking.
• To check the understanding of mathematical concepts needed to solve the problems ..
Assessment criteria:
• Copying incorrect data- No marks
• Full marks will be awarded if all steps are right and answer is correct.
• Each correct step will be awarded Yz m.
• Not writing concluding step Yz m will be deducted.
Instructions:
•
•

Read the questions carefully and copy the data correctly.
Draw a line after every problem and present the paper neatly and stepwise.

•

Do the rough work in rough column.

•

Check your paper after solving.
Section-A
lxl= lrn

1. Solve the following:

1. Write thirty four crore in International system of Numeration. (Application)
Section-B
H. Solve the following:

2x2= 4m

2. Using only the digits 6, 0, 5 and 8 and form the greatest eight digit number and express
the number name in Indian system of numeration. (Comprehension)
3. Can we express 99 as IC in Roman Number system. Justify your answer.
(Evaluation)
Section-C
4x3= 12m

Ill. Solve the following:
4. Estimate the number 15,63,537
(a) 10' s

(b) 100' s

to its nearest

(Comprehension)

(c) 1000' s

5. Convert the following 'Roman Numerals' into 'Hindu Arabic' numerals. (Comprehension)
(a) MCIX

/.

(b) DCL

(c) XLII

6. Recall and answer. (Knowledge)
(a) 1 lakh

thousands.

=

(b) 2 crore =

.millions.

(c) 500 million =

crores

7. Relate the number 34892643 to 'International system' and expand. (Knowledge)
Section-D
IV. Solve the following:

2x4= 8m

8. Find the value and give your answer in Roman numeral. (HOTS)

(Analysis)

(a) XLII - XX + XXIX
(b) Find the number that is 1000 more than 520 is equal to
9. Arrange the following numbers:
(a) 14, 14, 144 ;

(Application)

14. 14, OL4; 14, 14,441

(b) 5, 555, 555 ; 5,555,505;

_

5,555,005

14, 14,414 inascending

order.

5,555,050 in descending order.

Bonus question
Note: Bonus question is not meant for evaluation. It is to test the logical thinking skills of the students.

SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydernagar, Kukatpally.
Periodic Test-I -2017-2018
Max. Marks: 25
Class: V
MaxGrade: Al
Subject: Science
Time: 1Y:z hour
Date: 19/07/2017
Le-1- Reproduction in Plants
Objectives:
• To test the learner's ability of understanding, grasping, recalling, drawing, defining
and reasoning.
• To evaluate the learners' ability of applying relevant knowledge in tabulating facts and
comprehending text.
Assessment Criteria:
•
•

One mark will be deducted for every 8 spelling mistakes.
Depending on the marks allotted for the questions, Y:z or 1 mark will be deducted for
incomplete answers.
• No marks will be awarded for an incorrect answer.
• Diagram: Accurate diagram, correct labelling- full marks will be allotted.
• Errors in labelling: Marks will be deducted.
Instructions:
•
•
•
I.

Read questions carefully and thoroughly before answering.
Write legibly. Draw a line at the end of every answer.
Draw the figures wherever necessary and label them.
Answer the following questions:
(5 x 2 = 10 M)
1. What is germination and explain the process of germination of a seed with the help
of a well labelled diagram. (Comprehension)
2. a. What is meant by dispersal of seeds? What are the different ways of dispersal?
(Comprehension)( 3m)
* Observe the picture given below and answer the question that follows:
(Application) (2m)

Seedlingskept
in sunlight

Seedlingskept
in the dark

b. Why are seedlings in 'A' healthy? Give reasons.

11.

Answer the following questions:
(3 x 3 = 9 M)
3. Draw a neat labelled diagram of a structure of seed to show both external and
internal parts. (Knowledge)
4. If you were a gardener, which part of the plant would you plant to grow a new:
(Application)
a. rice plant?
_
d. radish plant?
_
b. rose plant?
_
e. sweet potato plant?
_
c. ginger plant?
_
f. bryophyllum plant?
_
5. Read the given passage: (Analysis)
Shyam is a farmer. He does not use chemical pesticides to protect his crop from
insects or pests. He insists his friends too, instead use natural pesticides rather than
chemical pesticides.
a. Why do you think Shyam prefers natural pesticides instead of chemical
pesticides?
b. What values did Shyam depict through his action?

Ill. Answer the following questions:

(2 x 3 = 6 M)

6. Explain briefly any three important ways to grow a healthy crop. (Comprehension)
7. Harish sowed 20 seeds not leaving much space between them. Will all of them
grow properly or not? Give reasons for your answer? (Evaluation)
8. The parts of a coconut are shown here. Which is:
(a) the part that helps in dispersal; and
(b) the part for which it is cultivated as an oil seed?
(Application)

...•A
•••• B

Bonus Question:
This is not meant for evaluation. It is to test logical and analytical skills of the child.

'Abu' wanted to check something. He took a glass cup and put
soil in it. He then planted two bean seeds in it. He planted one
seed deeper into the cup and the other above it as shown
below. He watered the pot regularly.
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What was he trying to check?
a. Whether the two seeds will require the same amount of air.
b. Whether the two seeds will require different amount of water.
c. Whether seeds planted in the same pot can grow without sunlight.
d. Whether seeds planted at different height sprout at the same time .

•

Seed 1
Seed 2

SANGHAMITRA SCHOOL
2-32, Nizampet Road, Hydernagar, Kukatpally.
Periodic Test - 1-2017-2018
Class: V
Max. Marks: 25
Subject: Social Science
Max Grade: Al
Date: 20107/2017
Time: llh hour
Le-l- Our Earth-Continents and Oceans
Objectives:
• To check the knowledge and skills necessary to identify and locate the places on map.
• To test the ability of presenting answers with proper explanation, reasoning and
neatness.
• To assess the learner's ability to recall the concept about continents and oceans.
Assessment criteria:
• One mark will be deducted for 8 spelling errors.
• If answer is incomplete- lhmark will be deducted.
• Irrelevant answer- No marks.
• Identification of places on the map carries full marks.
• Wrong identification of the places Ih mark will be deducted for each one.
Instructions:
•
•

Attempt all the questions. Read the questions thoroughly before answering.
Present the paper neatly.

• Draw a line after every answer.
• . Check the answers thoroughly before submitting the book.
I.Answer the following questions:

2x5= tOm

1. (a) Name the 7 continents and 5 oceans. (Knowledge)
(b) Define Trench. Give Example.
2. (a) Recognize the continent given below and write about it in 2 or 3 lines. (Application)
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(b) Select the mountains which belongs to North America from the given box.
(Application)
Andes, Ural, Himalayas, Rockies, Alps, Appalachian

L

(c) Write the features of Africa. (Application)
I'~

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Largest desert:
Longest river:
Man-made canal:
Number of countries:

_
_
_
_

11. Answer the following questions:
3x3= 9m
3. Compare between continent and ocean. (Analysis)
4. (a) Antarctica is also called as "White Continent". Support your answer. (Evaluation)
(b) If you were in South Africa and you decided to travel towards west, which continent
would you get to first? (Evaluation)
5. The earth is our home and is precious to us. We need to preserve the valuable resources
that it provides us. List out any 3 resources provided by Earth. Show any 3 ways in
which you can conserve these resources. (Application)
Ill. Answer the following questions:
3xl = 3m
6.Make use of the clues and guess the continent. (Application)
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7. Point out the ocean which is completely covered with ice all the time. (Analysis)
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Pacific, Arctic, Indian
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8. Given below are few shapes of oceans.Recognise which is the second largest ocean.
(Comprehension)

I

Circular, M shaped, S shaped ocean

IV. On an outline map of the world, mark the following mountains and deserts.
(Knowledge)
6x Yz = 3m
(a) Rocky mountain
(b) Andes
(c) Appalachian
(d) Sahara desert

(e) Kalahari

(f) The Great Sandy Desert

Bonus question
Note: Bonus question is not meant for evaluation. It is to test the logical thinking skills of the students.

Which country was the first one to implement the Goods and Services Tax? (GST)
(a) USA

(b) China

(c) Malaysia

(d) France
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(Before, After, Between letters)
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All The Best
The End

